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ECO TOK

In our economics
integrated TOK class, we
had an open forum on
real-world issues
(RWI). Discussing and
pondering on the two
questions:
“To what extent do
command and control
regulations contravene civil
liberties
and human rights?
Does the world of politics
try to resolve problems
that other areas can’t
solve?”
We shared views based on
the real-life economic
issues faced by the Indian
society,
like demonetization,
Agneepath, and the
possible nexus between
Mr.Ambani and the
Ruling power for profit. The
12 TOK concepts like
certainty, culture, evidence,
explanation,
interpretation, justification,
objectivity, perspective,
power, responsibility, truth, 

conflict, benefit and
solution. Having focused on
the entertainment
industry and the social
media till date, the open
forum gave me an insight
into the power
dynamics of the Ruling
power, the Ambanis and
the current issues. Though
detached with
politics and current affairs
of the state, this discussion
led me to realize the
importance of
involving myself In
understanding the
problems faced by the
citizens and caring to work
for the
benefit of the society as I
am its future.
   
~ by - Rajshree, DP1

COMMAND AND CONTROL

and values were
applied to these issues
with a focus on problem
and benefit(both
personal and political).
Arguments limited to the
areas of
knowledge(AOK)
Economics and politics.
Through this activity, we
were able to convey and
express our standpoint,
do research and
analyse the problems, its



We had a Math integrated
CAS session where I made
3D origami figures. Math is
used for making 3D objects
as basic geometry is
required to construct
creases in a plane.
The creative and active part
before us was to fold the
papers in a way that could
create the
desired object. Through
initiative planning and 

working collaboratively
with the team mates,
my group made a
tetrahedron (a basic 3D
pyramid). The challenge I
faced in this activity
were inaccurate folding
angles and locations, and
through reflecting on them
I gained
the skills of showing
perseverance, precision
and commitment.

 ~ done by - Manoj, DP1

CAS - CREATIVITY SESSION
ORIGAMI

International Yoga day was celebrated on 21 st June 2022 to embrace the physical,
mental and spiritual essence of yoga which originated in ancient India. It was celebrated
all over India with wide publicity to promote the importance of physical exercise and
balance of mind. Yoga over the recent years is gaining popularity all over the world
which is our pride. Tipsian’s celebrated by performing yoga collectively on the school
ground. Students were questioned about the benefits of yoga and interacted with
teachers. Posters were made to create awareness about the day to motivate everyone
from children to teenagers to learn about the delightful experience of performing yoga.
We realized the importance of ‘a sound mind in a sound body.’

 by - Chaitanya nikhil vikamsey

INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY
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